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Food for Mind, Body, Soul, and Spirit - Mary Roberson 2015-10-29
Food for Mind, Body, Soul, and Spirit mixes together a collection of recipes that come from the kitchens of
cooks who shared their creations with their church communities. Added to this bounty are devotions that
reflect upon the challenges of daily living and the nourishment the Holy Spirit offers for surviving and
thriving in the midst of life’s changes. The author, Mary Roberson, has brought together these two main
ingredients—recipes and reflections—to create a guide for one’s eating that takes into account all of the
aspects of the human creature: mind, body, soul, and spirit. In addition to the inspiration served up by the
devotions and the invitation to cook enticing food provided by the recipes, the book seasons its offerings
with a sprinkling of quips and quotes. Food for Mind, Body, Soul, and Spirit traces its roots to the
collaboration of the author and her late husband, Hubert Roberson, who served as the minister of the
congregations from which the recipes in this collection arose. Dedicated to his ministry and memory, Food
for Mind, Body, Soul, and Spirit promises to deliver a healthy and enticing diet of food for all parts of one’s
life and to leave the reader with a sense of spiritual and culinary satisfaction.
Holy Spirit, Help Me Heal - Mimi Kroger 2021-03-07
Holy Spirit, Help Me Heal, is for those seeking freedom from physical disease or emotional dis-ease. Have
you been battling an autoimmune disease for years yet found no cure? Do you wonder why disease or
dysfunction remains in your life? Have you turned to food or other distractions for escape or comfort and
are now chained to those very things? In Holy Spirit, Help Me Heal, Mimi Kroger shares her battle with
lupus and subsequent kidney failure and the ultimate triumph and healing she found in her relationship
with the Holy Spirit. Through Scripture, song, and story, her book describes the uplifting power of God to
heal any dysfunction in life. Mimi wants to show you how the Holy Spirit did it for her and how He can do it
for you! In this book, you'll learn to...Recognize the connection between your spirit, soul, and body and how
they each affect one another, overcome any dysfunction in your life through Holy Spirit connection and soul
healing, establish your identity in Christ and gain the benefits of being a righteous child of God, including
the healing of your spirit, soul, and body, strengthen your communication with the Holy Spirit Helper and
receive from His compassionate love your worth and value and deny disease the power to steal your
strength and energy so you can lead the life you were born to live and impact the world around you.
Spirit, Soul, and Body - Andrew Wommack 2018-12-18
Have you ever asked yourself what changed when you were "born again?" You look in the mirror and see
the same reflection - your body hasn't changed. You find yourself acting the same and yielding to those
same old temptations - that didn't seem to change either. So you wonder, Has anything really changed? The
correct answer to that question is foundational for receiving from God. If you lack this basic understanding,
you'll forever ask yourself doubt-filled questions like: "How could God love somebody like me?" and "How
can I possibly expect to receive anything from the Lord? I don't deserve it, I'm not good enough!" Spirit,
Soul, and Body will help you eliminate those and other doubt-filled questions that destroy your faith. If you
have trouble receiving from God, this is a must-read!
Body, Soul, Spirits and Supernatural Communication - Éva Pócs 2019-01-17
This book provides a nuanced picture of the notions of body and soul held by the peoples of Europe through
the soul concepts associated with the Judeo-Christian tradition and other religions and denominations; and

SPIRIT SOUL AND BODY - Archbishop N G Sibande 2013-10
The book brings some highlight about God and human beings. God is three in one. God the father, the Son
and the Holy Spirit. When God created human beings He created them to be like Him possessing the spirit,
soul and body. The book will therefore show that human beings are from God and for God. A human being
is spirit has a soul and lives in the body. Each part has its role in maintaining the relationship with God.
Each part has its significant role to make a man whole, and the book will show the role of each part in a
man.
Book of Commandments, for the Government of the Church of Christ - Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints 1884
Has American Christianity Failed? - Bryan Wolfmueller 2016-06-01
American Christianity teaches the centrality of the individual-my will, my experiences, my decision, my
heart, my work, and my dedication. Yet we couldn't be more unaware that Christ and His saving and
comforting work are being lost. Our minds and hearts are captivated in some way by those who often
preach the Christian instead of Christ. Wolfmueller sounds the alarm against the false teaching and
dangerous practices of Christianity in America. He offers a beautiful alternative: the sweet savor of the
Gospel, which brings us to the real comfort, joy, peace, freedom, and sure hope of Christ. Book jacket.
A System of Biblical Psychology - Franz Delitzsch 1867
Soul Care - Rob Reimer 2016-06
Soul Care explores seven principles that can lead to lasting transformation and freedom for all who
struggle with a broken, damaged, and sin-stained soul.
Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God - Jonathan Edwards 2019-08-15
Preached at Enfield, Connecticut on July 8, 1741, this is perhaps the greatest sermon ever preached in
America—and is certainly among the most well known. Owing to its forthright dealing with God’s wrath and
His intense hatred of sin and the sinner, it is also one of the most controversial. Indeed, for more than
three-quarters of the sermon Edwards lays down a relentless stream of the most vivid and horrifying
descriptions of the danger facing unregenerate men. While it is difficult to read such graphic language,
there is abundant hope in the sermon’s conclusion. Edwards puts it this way, “And now you have an
extraordinary opportunity, a day wherein Christ has thrown the door of mercy wide open and stands calling
and crying with a loud voice to poor sinners.” While those who would rather ignore God’s justice in favor of
His mercy condemn Edwards and his sermon, those who were present and actually heard him preach that
day reacted in a decidedly different manner. According to the diary of Reverend Stephen Williams who
attended the sermon, “Before the sermon was done there was a great moaning and crying through the
whole House, ‘what shall I do to be saved; oh, I am going to hell, etc.’” The diary goes on to indicate that
Edwards had to interrupt his sermon and come down to minister to those who were under such awful
conviction. And so, in spite of what the scoffers might think or say, “the amazing and astonishing power of
God” was manifested among the people that day—with many falling not into the hands of an angry God, but
into the arms of a mighty Savior.
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the alternative traditions preserved alongside Christianity in folklore collections, linguistic and literary
records. The studies also emphasize the connections between these notions and beliefs related to death and
the dead, as well as questions of communication between the human world and the spirit world. The essays
here focus on the roles notions of the soul and the spirit world play in the everyday life, religion and
mentality of various communities; their folklore and literary representations, as well as the narrative
metaphors, motifs, topoi and genres of ideas about the soul and about supernatural communication, along
with questions of the relationship between narratives and religious notions. This book will appeal to
researchers and students of religion, mythology, folklore and the anthropology of religion, as well as
general readers interested in the humanities.
A Better Way to Pray - Andrew Wommack 2007
After nearly four decades of ministry, Andrew Wommack has discovered some important truths about
prayer. His prayer life is much different than it was thirty years ago and the results have dramatically
improved! You may be asking many of the same questions Andrew once did. Is prayer my Christian duty? Is
prayer primarily about asking God to meet my needs and the needs of others? Is God's answer to my prayer
based on the degree of my humility and sincerity? Is answered prayer a sovereign decision of God or do I
have the ability to influence Him? Clear, scriptural answers to these questions and more could significantly
change the way you pray. These principles may not be the only way to pray, but if you're not getting the
results you desire, consider changing directions; maybe there is A Better Way to Pray.
First the Spirit - Tommy Hays 2021-05
From a Biblical perspective of our human nature, we are "spirit and soul and body" (1 Thessalonians 5:23).
Understanding each dimension of our being and how each is to relate to the others, according to God's
created order, is a strategic key of the Kingdom of God. Come take hold of this key that will revolutionize
and revitalize your spiritual journey! Our human spirit should abide in deep communion with God's Holy
Spirit. Then our human spirit-infused and led by the Holy Spirit-should direct the mind, will, and emotions
of our human soul, which should manifest in the health and well-being of our human bodies.All is well with
my soul when all is well with my spirit. All is well with my body when all is well with my soul. But for all to
be well, we must learn to allow the Holy Spirit to correctly align our spirit and soul and body: First the
spirit. Then the soul. Then the body. As we'll discover, looking more deeply into these three dimensions of
our being, when we're correctly aligned with the human spirit first, we will live out our daily journey with
more spiritual health and growing maturity, fulfilled with more peace and joy, walking in the wisdom of God
instead of the ways of the world.In right alignment, my human spirit which is receiving my sense of
guidance and discernment by abiding in communion with God's Holy Spirit, directs my soul. My soul is my
mind, will, and emotions. So my spirit should direct my mind and how I think, my will and the choices I
make, my emotions and how I sense and feel and experience the world around me. Then then my soul
should direct my body.In right alignment, my body manifests what's going on in my soul and my soul
manifests what's going on in my spirit, and my spirit manifests my abiding relationship with God's Holy
Spirit. First the spirit. Then then the soul. Then the body. This is what I call "Spiritual Alignment" or
walking out my spiritual journey as a "Spiritual Christian." But the trouble is that much of the time we tend
to live out our daily lives in a different order than God's created order. Instead of living in right alignment,
we're living out of alignment. First the soul, instead of first the spirit. First the soul. Then the spirit. Then
the body. This is what I call "Soulish Alignment" or walking out my spiritual journey as a "Soulish
Christian." In that wrong order, when I'm out of proper alignment, I am more "soulish" than "spiritual" and
all will not be well with my soul. In the "soulish" alignment, I'll be driven more by my own desires in the
mind, will, and emotions of my soul rather than humbling myself to be led by God's Holy Spirit directing my
human spirit. When I'm in a "soulish" alignment, my mind will insist on my own thoughts instead of yielding
to God's thoughts. My human freewill will insist on my own will instead of yielding to God's will. And my
emotions will insist on driving my actions by reacting from my soul instead of responding by the leading of
my spirit being led by God's Holy Spirit." Whether my spirit is "on top" and in charge, directing my soul, or
whether my soul is "on top" and in charge, suppressing my spirit, makes all the difference. And as we'll see,
alignment is everything.The good news is that by the grace of God we can recognize it when we're being
more "soulish" than "spiritual" and make a choice to humble our souls to come back into right alignment of
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spirit, soul, and body. By far, this has become one of the most revolutionary insights of my spiritual
journey.And as I've shared these principles of this book through the years, I've heard so many testimonies
of these simple insights becoming life-changing for men and women at all stages of their spiritual journey
to Christ-like maturity. That's why I'm thrilled to share them with you!
The Joy of the Gospel - Pope Francis 2014-10-07
The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed hardcover edition of The Joy of the Gospel with a
foreword by Robert Barron and an afterword by James Martin, SJ. “The joy of the gospel fills the hearts and
lives of all who encounter Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to encourage the Christian faithful to embark
upon a new chapter of evangelization marked by this joy, while pointing out new paths for the Church’s
journey in years to come.” – Pope Francis This special edition of Pope Francis's popular message of hope
explores themes that are important for believers in the 21st century. Examining the many obstacles to faith
and what can be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes the importance of service to God and all
his creation. Advocating for “the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the elderly who are
increasingly isolated and abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how to respond to poverty and current
economic challenges that affect us locally and globally. Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates how to
develop a more personal relationship with Jesus Christ, “to recognize the traces of God’s Spirit in events
great and small.” Profound in its insight, yet warm and accessible in its tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call
to action to live a life motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience heaven on earth. Includes a
foreword by Robert Barron, author of Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James Martin, SJ,
author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage
Spirit, Soul & Body - Lester Sumrall 2015-10-01
In this exploration of the inner man, Lester Sumrall describes the unity of the human personality. He shows
how the three distinct parts of the human person can function in harmony and how to yield each part to our
Lord Jesus Christ. Learn how to understand the division of your spirit, soul, and body so that you can live a
fulfilling, victorious life.
Receive Your Healing and Reclaim Your Health - Cal Pierce 2012-02-07
DIV DIVDIVPartner With the Holy Spirit for Your Health and Healing/divDIV /divDIVWe are in a health
crisis. Breakthroughs are needed if we are to experience the divine health and healing that God wants for
us, breakthroughs that can only come when we partner with the Holy Spirit./divDIV /divDIVIn Receive Your
Healing and Reclaim Your Health, Cal Pierce gives you the keys to experiencing the divine health you were
designed for. God has the power to eradicate sickness through prayer. And when you give the Holy Spirit
control of your health, He becomes a partner, guiding you in truth regarding nutrition, exercise, and every
aspect of a healthy life./div/divDIV /div /div
Our Human Spirit - Witness Lee 1984
Spirit, Soul, Body - Cyprian Consiglio 2015-01-07
A perennial problem for spiritual traditions of all sorts is dualism—either a positing of a false distance
between the Divine and the created or a rejection of creation and the human body. Many contemporary
spiritual seekers have sensed this problem and sought to remedy it through myriad solutions drawn from
various spiritual traditions and secular wisdom, both Eastern and Western. Cyprian Consiglio, OSB Cam,
explores Christianity’s contribution to the discussion. He offers a revisioning and rearticulation of this
teaching, based on the prophetic seminal work of Bede Griffiths, toward a practical and integral spirituality
that reverences all aspects of our being human—spirit, soul, and body.
Your Spiritual Makeover - Taffi L. Dollar 2007
Taffi L. Dollar, television co-host, pastor, and conference speaker, brings clarity to help you revitalize your
spiritual walk bringing a calm and joyful attitude to every area of your life.
The Parts of Man - Witness Lee 1969
Carriers of the Glory - David Diga Hernandez 2016-04-19
Discover your identity as a carrier of Gods presence, glory and power!Do you sometimes wonder how God
can consider you a friend in light of your failures and defeats? Does your own insufficiency cause you to
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wonder whether the Holy Spirit truly dwells within you? Do you wonder why your own faith experience is so
different from that of the heroes in the Bible? Scripture makes it clear that communion with the Holy Spirit
is the key to living the kind of empowered and authentic Christian life we see modeled in Scripture. The
Holy Spirit works within us to form hearts that truly worship, minds that understand of the depths of Gods
Word, and hands that accomplish the miraculous. This book will acquaint you with the mysterious third
Person of the Trinity, helping you to draw closer to Him so that you may become a carrier of Gods Spirita
chosen friend of God. This book provides answers to some popular questions about the Holy Spirit What is
the Holy Spirits purpose and nature? What is the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit and why is it an
unpardonable sin? What does the Bible really teach about spiritual gifts? What does it mean to be friends
with God? If you desire to know God in a deeper and more intimate way, if you want your soul to be set
ablaze with a passionate love for Him, if you want to walk in the fullness of all that He has created you for,
then this book is for you!Draw close to His glory.
Image of God: Healing the Body, Soul & Spirit - Kimi Richardson 2019-06-04
I feel like I am a puzzle, scattered in a hundred pieces. No. . .a broken clay vessel with little shards and big
shards; some sharp and some smooth. Only the master potter can put me back together and fuse the pieces
in the right place. Some pieces are shattered from the inside and some belong on the outside. Only He fully
understands me body, soul, and spirit. When He's done, I can see the cracks from where the breaks were.
Yet, I have gained a sense of beauty, purpose, and character from these scars. It was not until I received
the revelation of being made in His image that I was able to fully receive the healing that God had for me.
What is His Image? He has revealed himself in three parts, the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. He designed
you in His likeness. Come on a journey with me to explore your design and how you are made in the "Image
of God". This book is a quick, easy, and powerful read.
Spirit, soul & body - Andrew Wommack 2008
Have you ever asked yourself what changed when you were "born again?" You look in the mirror and see
the same reflection - your body hasn't changed. You find yourself acting the same and yielding to those
same old temptations - that didn't seem to change either. So you wonder, Has anything really changed?
Once Caught, No Escape - Norman Grubb 2005-11-01
In Once Caught, No Escape, Norman Grubb's autobiography, we come to know a remarkable soldier of
Christ, one who has made a unique contribution to Christian thinking in the 20th century. This riveting
account of his life includes a fascinating description of missionary life in the early 1900's in the heart of
Africa, his memories of World War I army days, and his little-known role in the development of the Christian
Literature Crusade and Intervarsity Fellowship. Norman shares the three spiritual crises that shaped his
life-his salvation, his identity in Christ, and his seeming loss of faith. How he forever settled his Galatians
2:20 identity by faith is critical to an understanding of his life and serve as a roadmap for all facing the
same heart cry, and his interpretation of his final crisis is a superb and concise summary of what he came
to call the total truth, expanded and developed in his later works and was to become the keystone of his
theology for the rest of his life. In the foreword to Once Caught, No Escape, Norman says that he has
written "straight out of my heart and mind," and that he has surely done. He writes with unreserved
honesty, self-deprecating humor, and profound insight. He was a man drenched in the scriptures, and
totally dedicated to sharing the great truth of Jesus Christ-our savior, indweller, and life. He laid down his
life that many others might come to know who they are in Christ, and paid the intercessor's price to do so.
The book is aptly titled, for once God "captured" him, Norman was driven to share the truth he knew, no
matter the cost.
Desiring God - John Piper 1996
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know God better. It unfolds
life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing
God."
60 Days for Jesus, Volume 3 - Matt McMillen 2018-02-15
Jesus can change your life instantly! However, getting to know Him takes time. My name is Matt McMillen.
Allow me to take you on a daily devotional journey of getting to know Jesus deeper, 60 days at a time. Life
can be extremely demanding, painful, and frustrating-but God wants to give you peace and confidence in
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the midst of all of your circumstances. How? By understanding your true identity in Christ! Here are some
highlights of our journey: -Learn how perfectly secure your salvation is in Christ! -Learn how to overcome
addictions by discovering your true identity in Christ! -Learn how to form healthy relationships by
establishing biblical boundaries! -Learn how to break free from legalism and works-based religion! -Learn
how to develop confidence in your God-given gifts! -Learn how extremely special and unconditionally loved
you are in Christ!
Dispensational Truth, Or God's Plan and Purpose in the Ages - Clarence Larkin 2010-07-01
The Reverend Clarence Larkin was one of the most widely influential pop theologians of the early twentieth
century: his works are the source of many of the "prophecies" and "truths" end-times Christians hold to
even today. This stupendous 1918 book-perhaps his greatest work-is the result of more than 30 years'
worth of, the author informs us, "careful and patient study of the Prophetic Scriptures."Fully illustrated by
charts describing God's plan for humanity, Dispensational Truth covers: Pre-Millennialism the Second
Coming of Christ the present evil world the Satanic trinity the world's seven great crises prophetical
chronology the threefold nature of man the Book of Revelation five fingers pointing to Christ the False
Prophet and much more.American Baptist pastor and author CLARENCE LARKIN (1850-1924) was born in
Pennsylvania, and later set up his ministry there. He wrote extensively and popularly on a wide range of
Biblical and theological matters.
How to Cast Out Demons - Doris M. Wagner 2000-03-06
Many modern Christians are now agreeing that we should take Jesus' command to cast out demons more
seriously than we have in recent years. But how do we do it? Where do we start? This practical, down-toearth book shows us how. From Doris Wagner, one of the leading authorities on biblical deliverance in
North America, this manual teaches Christians how to take and break soul ties; how to break bondages of
rejection, addiction, lust, and more; and how to set free those whom the enemy has held captive.
Encountering the Holy Spirit in Every Book of the Bible - David Diga Hernandez 2018-03-20
Experience new dimensions of the Holy Spirits power! Do you desire to know what the Holy Spirit is really
like? Many Christians hunger for deeper and more powerful encounters with the Holy Spirit, but where can
these experiences be found? The answer lies in the pages of Scripture. In this groundbreaking work, author
and healing evangelist David Hernandez takes you on an unforgettable journey to discover and experience
the Spirits powerful presence throughout the entire Biblefrom Genesis to Revelation. Scripture offers so
much more to be discovered than merely a theology of the Holy Spirit and still more to be experienced!
Trade dry theory for a dynamic relationship as you encounter the third Person of the Trinity in the pages of
every book of the Bible. Know the Holy Spirit in a greater depth than ever before. This book will help you
discover Hidden Mysteries. Even in Old Testament books where there is no direct reference to the Holy
Spirit, learn to see His presence moving. A Fresh Revelation. The different revelations of the Spirit in
Scripture reveal His unique characteristics and how He wants to move in your life. Your Supernatural
Identity. Learn what it really means to have the same Spirit that raised Christ from the dead dwelling in
you. Kingdom Power. Discover what it means to partner with the Spirit to release the miracles that Jesus
promised. Within the pages of Scripture, untapped reserves of Holy Spirit power are waiting to be released.
Will you discover them today?
Care of the Soul - Thomas Moore 2009-03-17
In this special twenty-fifth anniversary edition of Thomas Moore’s bestselling Care of the Soul, which
includes a new introduction by the author, readers are presented with a revolutionary approach to thinking
about daily life—everyday activities, events, problems, and creative opportunities—and a therapeutic
lifestyle is proposed that focuses on looking more deeply into emotional problems and learning how to
sense sacredness in ordinary things. Basing his writing on the ancient model of “care of the soul”—which
provided a religious context for viewing the everyday events of life—Moore brings “care of the soul” into
the twenty-first century. Promising to deepen and broaden the readers’ perspectives on their life
experiences, Moore draws on his own life as a therapist practicing “care of the soul,” as well as his studies
of the world’s religions and his work in music and art, to create this inspirational guide that examines the
connections between spirituality and the problems of individuals and society. “Thoughtful, eloquent,
inspiring.” —San Francisco Chronicle “I soulfully recommend it without reservation.” —John Bradshaw,
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author of Homecoming
Healing of the Spirit, Soul and Body - Betty Miller 2003-11-17
Please place the bar code on the back of the book in the left hand lower corner.
Created in God's Image - Anthony A. Hoekema 1994-09-06
ccording to Scripture, humankind was created in the image of God. Hoekema discusses the implications of
this theme, devoting several chapters to the biblical teaching on God's image, the teaching of philosophers
and theologians through the ages, and his own theological analysis. Suitable for seminary-level
anthropology courses, yet accessible to educated laypeople. Extensive bibliography, fully indexed.
How to Walk and Live in the Spirit: Unmask Deeper Truth about the Spirit, Soul and the Body of Man and
How They Relate with the Holy Spirit - Henry Duodu Appiahkorang 2018-12-14
A prophetic book with practical and experiential keys. The keys work because they are tested. You will find
deep mysteries about the spirit of man, the soul of man and the body of a man, how they relate to the Holy
Spirit. As you read this book, your mind will be transformed divinely because the book is full of wisdom and
revelation. The Holy Spirit is a wonderful divine person within the Godhead who operates in a different
way. This book will teach how to connect with the Holy Spirit and live with Him. In this book, you will
explore the secret spiritual life of Jesus Christ, how He lived a sinless life. You will find a deeper truth about
sin and the portals of sin. The book will open your spiritual senses in the knowledge of the Word. This book
gives you in-depth revelation, experiential knowledge, practical and divine keys that will enable you to walk
and live in the Spirit. I believe you are about to explore the unbreakable weapons which allow the matured
believers to reach out to their maximum level in their spiritual life.
The Believer's Authority - Andrew Wommack 2009-03-16
The controversial subject of the spiritual authority of the believer in Christ is widely discussed in the church
today. Now, Andrew Wommack, host of the #1 fastest growing ministry on television, gives us a new
perspective that may challenge everything we've been taught including: If believers have been given
authority, then when, how, and toward what should it be exercised? Discover the true battleground and
learn how to recognize the real enemy. Most people believe God created our enemy, Satan, but did He?
Understanding the answer will set you free to exercise your authority as a believer. Is spiritual warfare, as
taught in many churches today, valid? Can believers use their authority to fight the devil and his demons in
the air, or is the real battle in the mind? Digging into the Scriptures, Andrew reveals the spiritual
significance of choices, words, and actions and how they affect a believer's ability to stand against the
attacks of Satan and to receive God s best. Discover how the enemy works through your thoughts,
interjecting his negative influence on a consistent basis. The devil can't control you outside of your will, but
he can use the power of fear, jealousy, envy, bitterness, self-pity and more. A believer's lack of awareness
and understanding of the battle only works to the enemy's advantage. By believing God's Word and
recognizing what's happening in the spirit realm, you can begin to take the proper action to improve your
situation. Learn to release God's power of blessing instead of yielding to Satan's power of sin and death.
Spirit, Soul & Body - Andrew Wommack 2010-03-01
Andrew Wommack leads readers through the differences of spirit, soul and body so they can unlock the
spirit realm and experience who they are and what they have in Christ.
Spirit, Soul and Body - Andrew Wommack 2018-12-18
Have you ever asked yourself what changed when you were "born again?" You look in the mirror and see
the same reflection - your body hasn't changed. You find yourself acting the same and yielding to those
same old temptations - that didn't seem to change either. So you wonder, Has anything really changed? The
correct answer to that question is foundational for receiving from God. If you lack this basic understanding,
you'll forever ask yourself doubt-filled questions like: "How could God love somebody like me?" and "How
can I possibly expect to receive anything from the Lord? I don't deserve it, I'm not good enough!" Spirit,
Soul, and Body will help you eliminate those and other doubt-filled questions that destroy your faith. If you
have trouble receiving from God, this is a must-read!
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What Does the Bible Really Teach?. - 2005
Biblical theology and doctrines of Jehovah's Witnesses.
Who Am I? - Juliet Tennison 2019-08-12
Discover how to live a spiritual life instead of a soulish life.We are tripartite beings, having body, soul, and
spirit.The spirit is conscious of God; the soul, of self; and the body, of the things of this world.In this
relatable treatise, backed by her own experience, author Juliet Tennison describes how to avoid war within
ourselves as she examines the spirit, soul, and body and unpacks scriptural truths about spiritual versus
carnal living.God created us for love and to have an intimate relationship with Him. We will never
understand who we are until we see ourselves as God sees us. In the Garden of Eden, man had perfect
relationship with God, but after the Fall, sin separated man from Him. Adam and Eve hid from God because
the soul had become self-conscious instead of God-conscious, and they could no longer enjoy walking in
fellowship with a Holy God.We were created to love God and to love others, but our soul keeps us from ever
achieving this purpose. We must lose our soul to love and we must seek God, who is love. God created us to
live a supernatural life by the power of the Holy Spirit. Our brain, our will, and our emotions, which make
up our soul, are natural. The body we walk in is natural. The soul and the spirit are so close to one another
that the two require the word of God to divide them, to separate them from each other: "For the word of
God is living and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the division of soul and
spirit, and of joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart" (Hebrews
4:12).So many of us practice religion without relationship. This is "churchianity"-we attend church but have
no relationship with Jesus Christ. We pray for forgiveness without repenting our sins. Repentance means to
stop doing our will and to start doing God's Will. We struggle in our walk with God because we fail to
differentiate between our soul and our spirit; we substitute the thoughts or emotions of the soul for the
works of the Holy Spirit.The Holy Spirit can only take residence in our spirit. It is in our spirit that we
worship, fellowship and stay connected to God for "God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must worship
in spirit and truth." - John 4:24.The knowledge of God is not some generic idea that He exists "up there." It
involves an intimate acquaintance with His character and actions. God's love is manifested in His Son Jesus
Christ's life, death, and resurrection. He has placed His Spirit within His adopted children, giving us a
heart to love Him, a mind to know Him, and a will to obey Him. The salvation which comes from God means
being completely delivered from our self and being placed into perfect union with Him by the Power of the
Holy Spirit. As fallen humans, we need a savior to save us from our own wicked soul. Salvation is only
understood in our spirit and only when the spirit is made alive by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. The soul
cannot comprehend this, because it is filled with its own pride; neither can the body, which is worldconscious and only understands the worldly things.Knowing these things, we learn to live a victorious
spiritual life as the Holy Spirit lives in our spirit, and we crucify the detrimental desires of the soul and
body.
Rightly Dividing the Word - Clarence Larkin 1921
The Spiritual Man - Watchman Nee 1998
An intriguing exploration of the great transition between life and the after-life.
Holy Yoga - Brooke Boon 2009-06-27
People often equate yoga with Eastern religion, but Brooke Boon sees it as an exercise style that Christians
can use to generate patience, strength, and deeper worship. Author and yoga instructor Brooke Boon
combines her passion for Christianity with her commitment to health to introduce yoga as a physical and
spiritual discipline that strengthens the body and the soul. Clear explanations and photographs make yoga
accessible for any reader, and Brooke offers customized routines for readers struggling with specific issues,
such as weight loss and anxiety. Through it all Brooke uses scriptural references to help reinforce the idea
that by taking care of our bodies we can also take care of our faith.
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